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Laughter on the 23rd Floor - Neil Simon 1995
Inspired by the playwright's youthful experience as a staff writer on Sid Caesar's Your Show of Shows, with
all the attendant comic drama as the harried writing staff frantically scramble to top each other with gags
while competing for the attention of star madman "Max Prince."
Fools - Neil Simon 1981
Leon Tolchinsky is ecstatic. He’s landed a terrific teaching job in an idyllic Russian hamlet. When he
arrives, he finds people sweeping dust from the stoops back into their houses and people milking upside
down to get more cream. The town has been cursed with Chronic Stupidity for two hundred years, and
Leon’s job is to break the curse. No one tells him that if he stays over twenty-four hours and fails to break
the curse, he too becomes stupid. But he has fallen in love with a girl so stupid, she has only recently
learned how to sit down.
Blown to Bits - Harold Abelson 2008
'Blown to Bits' is about how the digital explosion is changing everything. The text explains the technology,
why it creates so many surprises and why things often don't work the way we expect them to. It is also
about things the information explosion is destroying: old assumptions about who is really in control of our
lives.
De Niro - Shawn Levy 2015-10-27
REMARKABLE BIOGRAPHY OF AN ICON There’s little debate that Robert De Niro is one of the greatest
screen actors of his generation, perhaps of all time--if not, in fact, the greatest. His work, particularly in the
first 20 years of his career, is unparalleled. Mean Streets, the Godfather Part II, Taxi Driver, the Deer
Hunter, and Raging Bull all dazzled moviegoers and critics alike, displaying a talent the likes of which had
rarely--if ever--been seen. De Niro became known for his deep involvement in his characters, assuming that
role completely into his own life, resulting in extraordinary, chameleonic performances. Yet little is known
about the off-screen De Niro--he is an intensely private man, whose rare public appearances are often
marked by inarticulateness and palpable awkwardness. It can be almost painful to watch at times, in
powerful contrast to his confident movie personae. In this elegant and compelling biography, bestselling
writer Shawn Levy writes of these many De Niros--the characters and the man--seeking to understand the
evolution of an actor who once dove deeply into his roles as if to hide his inner nature, and who now
seemingly avoids acting challenges, taking roles which make few apparent demands on his overwhelming
talent. Following De Niro's roots as the child of artists (his father, the abstract painter Robert De Niro Sr.,
was widely celebrated) who encouraged him from an early age to be independent of vision and spirit, to his
intense schooling as an actor, the rise of his career, his marriages, his life as a father, restauranteur, and
businessman, and, of course, his current movie career, Levy has written a biography that reads like a novel
about a character whose inner turmoil takes him to heights of artistry. His many friendships with the likes
of Martin Scorsese, Meryl Streep, Harvey Keitel, Shelley Winters, Francis Ford Coppola, among many
others, are woven into this extraordinary portrait of DeNiro the man and the artist, also adding a depth of
understanding not before seen. Levy has had unprecedented access to De Niro's personal research and
production materials, creating a new impression of the effort that went into the actor's legendary
performances. The insights gained from DeNiro’s intense working habits shed new perspective on DeNiro’s
thinking and portrayals and are wonderful to read. Levy also spoke to De Niro's collaborators and friends to

depict De Niro's transition from an ambitious young man to a transfixing and enigmatic artist and cultural
figure. Shawn Levy has written a truly engaging, insightful, and entertaining portrait of one of the most
wonderful film artists of our time, a book that is worthy of such a great talent.
Neil Simon's 45 Seconds from Broadway - Neil Simon 2003
Comedy Characters: 6 male, 6 female Interior Set From America's master of Contemporary Broadway
Comedy, here is another revealing comedy behind the scenes in the entertainment world, this time near the
heart of the theatre district. 45 Seconds from Broadway takes place in the legendary "Polish Tea Room" on
New York's 47th Street. Here Broadway theatre personalities washed-up and on-the-rise, gather to schmooz
even as they lose. This touching valentine to New York
Noises Off - Michael Frayn 2021-01-14
“As finely worked as a Swiss watch and as funny as the human condition permits..the zigzag brilliance of
the text as the clunky lines of the farce-within-a-farce rub against the sharp dialogue of reality” Guardian A
play-within-a-play following a touring theatre company who are rehearsing and performing a comedy called
Nothing On, results in a riotous double-bill of comedic craft and dramatic skill. Hurtling along at breakneck
speed it shows the backstage antics as they stumble through the dress-rehearsal at Weston-super-Mare,
then on to a disastrous matinee at Ashton-under-Lyne, followed by a total meltdown in Stockton-on-Tees.
Michael Frayn's irresistible, multi-award-winning backstage farce has been enjoyed by millions of people
worldwide since it premiered in 1982 and has been hailed as one of the greatest British comedies ever
written. Winner of both Olivier and Evening Standard Awards for Best Comedy. This edition features a new
introduction by Michael Blakemore.
The Gingerbread Lady - Neil Simon 1971
"After a short stay in rehab, her best friend age-defying Toby, her daughter Polly, and Jimmy Perry, a gay
actor try to help her adjust to sobriety with a jolly birthday party. Enter Lou Tanner, a former lover, who
ends up giving her a black eye. The party is a wash out, the "gingerbread lady" falls off the wagon and hits
the ropes once again. Later rewritten by Neil Simon as the film Only When I Laugh starring Marsha
Mason." -- Publisher's description.
I Ought to be in Pictures - Neil Simon 1981
Theatre program.
Visiting Mr. Green - Jeff Baron 1999
THE STORY: Mr. Green, an elderly, retired dry cleaner, wanders into New York traffic and is almost hit by a
car driven by Ross Gardiner, a 29-year-old corporate executive. The young man is given a community
service of helping the recent widower onc
Brighton Beach Memoirs - Neil Simon 1984
Full Length, Comic Drama / 3m, 4f / Comb. Ints/Ext. Here is part one of Neil Simon's autobiographical
trilogy: a portrait of the writer as a young teen in 1937 living with his family in a crowded, lower middleclass Brooklyn walk-up. Eugene Jerome, standing in for the author, is the narrator and central character.
Dreaming of baseball and girls, Eugene must cope with the mundane existence of his family life in
Brooklyn: formidable mother, overworked father, and his worldly older brother Stanley. Throw into the mix
his widowed Aunt Blanche, her two young (but rapidly aging) daughters and Grandpa the Socialist and you
have a recipe for hilarity, served up Simon-style. This bittersweet memoir evocatively captures the life of a
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struggling Jewish household where, as his father states "if you didn't have a problem, you wouldn't be living
here." "Brings a fresh glow to Broadway...In many respects his funniest, richest and consequently the most
affecting of his plays."-New York Daily News "Simultaneously poignant and funny. The characters are fully
dimensional, believable... An outstanding show...the best seen on Broadway in too long a time."-Variety
"Hilarious comedy...His finest play...A delightful and enriching experience."-CBS-TV
Miss Witherspoon - Christopher Durang 2008
THE STORY: Veronica, already scarred by too many failed relationships, finds the world a frightening place.
Skylab, an American space station that came crashing down to earth, in particular, haunts and enrages her.
So she has committed suicide, and
Scythe - Neal Shusterman 2016-11-22
A Time Best YA Book of All Time (2021) Two teens must learn the “art of killing” in this Printz
Honor–winning book, the first in a chilling new series from Neal Shusterman, author of the New York Times
bestselling Unwind dystology. A world with no hunger, no disease, no war, no misery: humanity has
conquered all those things, and has even conquered death. Now Scythes are the only ones who can end
life—and they are commanded to do so, in order to keep the size of the population under control. Citra and
Rowan are chosen to apprentice to a scythe—a role that neither wants. These teens must master the “art”
of taking life, knowing that the consequence of failure could mean losing their own. Scythe is the first novel
of a thrilling new series by National Book Award–winning author Neal Shusterman in which Citra and
Rowan learn that a perfect world comes only with a heavy price.
Neil Simon's Musical Fools - Ron West 2016-10-14
1893. After a harrowing journey, recent college graduate Leon Tolinchinsky arrives in Kulyenchikov,
Ukraine, to tutor Sophia Zubritsky, nineteen. Her parents, Nickolai and Leyna, inform him the village is
cursed, rendering every resident as dumb as a bag of rocks. Leon must educate Sofia in twenty-four hours
or fall victim to the curse himself, though teaching her, her parents, or anyone else about anything is just
about impossible. To complicate matters, Leon and Sofia fall in love, infuriating Count Gregor, her longtime suitor. Leon risks everything to break the curse and rescue the village. A musical based on the Neil
Simon play, Fools.
Chasing Secrets - Gennifer Choldenko 2016-07-19
Newbery Honor–winning author Gennifer Choldenko deftly combines humor, tragedy, fascinating historical
detail, and a medical mystery in this exuberant new novel. San Francisco, 1900. The Gilded Age. A fantastic
time to be alive for lots of people . . . but not thirteen-year-old Lizzie Kennedy, stuck at Miss Barstow’s
snobby school for girls. Lizzie’s secret passion is science, an unsuitable subject for finishing-school girls.
Lizzie lives to go on house calls with her physician father. On those visits to his patients, she discovers a
hidden dark side of the city—a side that’s full of secrets, rats, and rumors of the plague. The newspapers,
her powerful uncle, and her beloved papa all deny that the plague has reached San Francisco. So why is the
heart of the city under quarantine? Why are angry mobs trying to burn Chinatown to the ground? Why is
Noah, the Chinese cook’s son, suddenly making Lizzie question everything she has known to be true?
Ignoring the rules of race and class, Lizzie and Noah must put the pieces together in a heart-stopping race
to save the people they love. Winner of a Los Angeles Public Library FOCAL (Friends of Children and
Literature) Award Nominated for: Pennsylvania Young Reader’s Choice Awards Tennessee Volunteer State
Book Award (Middle School division) Missouri Association of School Librarians (MASL) Readers Award
California Library Association’s Beatty Award, Eureka List
New York Theatre Critics' Reviews - 1988
Consists of theater reviews from various newspapers, magazines, and broadcast stations.
Plaza Suite - Neil Simon 1969
A portrait of three couples successively occupying a suite at the Plaza. A suburban couple take the suite
while their house is being painted and it turns out to be the one in which they honeymooned 23 (or was it
24?) years before and was yesterday the anniversary, or is it today? This tale of marriage in tatters is
followed by the exploits of a Hollywood producer who, after three marriages, is looking for fresh fields. He
calls a childhood sweetheart, now a suburban housewife, for a little sexual diversion. Over the years she
has idolized him from afar and is now more than the match he bargained for. The last couple is a mother

and father fighting about the best way to get their daughter out of the bathroom and down to the ballroom
where guests await her or as Mother yells, "I want you to come out of that bathroom and get married!"-Publisher's description.
Down and Dirty Pictures - Peter Biskind 2013-01-08
In this “dishy…superbly reported” (Entertainment Weekly) New York Times bestseller, Peter Biskind
chronicles the rise of independent filmmakers who reinvented Hollywood—most notably Sundance founder
Robert Redford and Harvey Weinstein, who with his brother, Bob, made Miramax Films an indie
powerhouse. As he did in his acclaimed Easy Riders, Raging Bulls, Peter Biskind “takes on the movie
industry of the 1990s and again gets the story” (The New York Times). Biskind charts in fascinating detail
the meteoric rise of the controversial Harvey Weinstein, often described as the last mogul, who created an
Oscar factory that became the envy of the studios, while leaving a trail of carnage in his wake. He follows
Sundance as it grew from a regional film festival to the premier showcase of independent film, succeeding
almost despite the mercurial Redford, whose visionary plans were nearly thwarted by his own quixotic
personality. Likewise, the directors who emerged from the independent movement, such as Quentin
Tarantino, Steven Soderbergh, and David O. Russell, are now among the best-known directors in
Hollywood. Not to mention the actors who emerged with them, like Matt Damon, Ben Affleck, Ethan
Hawke, and Uma Thurman. Candid, controversial, and “sensationally entertaining” (Los Angeles Times)
Down and Dirty Pictures is a must-read for anyone interested in the film world.
The Future of Reputation - Daniel J. Solove 2007-01-01
Teeming with chatrooms, online discussion groups, and blogs, the Internet offers previously unimagined
opportunities for personal expression and communication. But there's a dark side to the story. A trail of
information fragments about us is forever preserved on the Internet, instantly available in a Google search.
A permanent chronicle of our private lives--often of dubious reliability and sometimes totally false--will
follow us wherever we go, accessible to friends, strangers, dates, employers, neighbors, relatives, and
anyone else who cares to look. This engrossing book, brimming with amazing examples of gossip, slander,
and rumor on the Internet, explores the profound implications of the online collision between free speech
and privacy. Daniel Solove, an authority on information privacy law, offers a fascinating account of how the
Internet is transforming gossip, the way we shame others, and our ability to protect our own reputations.
Focusing on blogs, Internet communities, cybermobs, and other current trends, he shows that, ironically,
the unconstrained flow of information on the Internet may impede opportunities for self-development and
freedom. Long-standing notions of privacy need review, the author contends: unless we establish a balance
between privacy and free speech, we may discover that the freedom of the Internet makes us less free.
How Democracies Die - Steven Levitsky 2019-01-08
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Comprehensive, enlightening, and terrifyingly timely.”—The New York
Times Book Review (Editors' Choice) WINNER OF THE GOLDSMITH BOOK PRIZE • SHORTLISTED FOR
THE LIONEL GELBER PRIZE • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington
Post • Time • Foreign Affairs • WBUR • Paste Donald Trump’s presidency has raised a question that many
of us never thought we’d be asking: Is our democracy in danger? Harvard professors Steven Levitsky and
Daniel Ziblatt have spent more than twenty years studying the breakdown of democracies in Europe and
Latin America, and they believe the answer is yes. Democracy no longer ends with a bang—in a revolution
or military coup—but with a whimper: the slow, steady weakening of critical institutions, such as the
judiciary and the press, and the gradual erosion of long-standing political norms. The good news is that
there are several exit ramps on the road to authoritarianism. The bad news is that, by electing Trump, we
have already passed the first one. Drawing on decades of research and a wide range of historical and global
examples, from 1930s Europe to contemporary Hungary, Turkey, and Venezuela, to the American South
during Jim Crow, Levitsky and Ziblatt show how democracies die—and how ours can be saved. Praise for
How Democracies Die “What we desperately need is a sober, dispassionate look at the current state of
affairs. Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt, two of the most respected scholars in the field of democracy
studies, offer just that.”—The Washington Post “Where Levitsky and Ziblatt make their mark is in weaving
together political science and historical analysis of both domestic and international democratic crises; in
doing so, they expand the conversation beyond Trump and before him, to other countries and to the deep
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structure of American democracy and politics.”—Ezra Klein, Vox “If you only read one book for the rest of
the year, read How Democracies Die. . . .This is not a book for just Democrats or Republicans. It is a book
for all Americans. It is nonpartisan. It is fact based. It is deeply rooted in history. . . . The best commentary
on our politics, no contest.”—Michael Morrell, former Acting Director of the Central Intelligence Agency
(via Twitter) “A smart and deeply informed book about the ways in which democracy is being undermined
in dozens of countries around the world, and in ways that are perfectly legal.”—Fareed Zakaria, CNN
Fahrenheit 451 - Ray Bradbury 2003-09-23
A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of the book burners suddenly realizes
their merit.
Rumors - Neil Simon 1990
At a large, tastefully-appointed Sneden's Landing townhouse, the Deputy Mayor of New York has just shot
himself. Though only a flesh wound, four couples are about to experience a severe attack of Farce.
Gathering for their tenth wedding anniversary, the host lies bleeding in the other room, and his wife is
nowhere in sight. His lawyer, Ken, and wife, Chris, must get "the story" straight before the other guests
arrive. As the confusions and mis-communications mount, the evening spins off into classic farcical hilarity.
Going There - Katie Couric 2021-10-26
This heartbreaking, hilarious, and brutally honest memoir shares the deeply personal life story of a girl next
door and her transformation into a household name. For more than forty years, Katie Couric has been an
iconic presence in the media world. In her brutally honest, hilarious, heartbreaking memoir, she reveals
what was going on behind the scenes of her sometimes tumultuous personal and professional life - a story
she’s never shared, until now. Of the medium she loves, the one that made her a household name, she says,
“Television can put you in a box; the flat-screen can flatten. On TV, you are larger than life but smaller, too.
It is not the whole story, and it is not the whole me. This book is.” Beginning in early childhood, Couric was
inspired by her journalist father to pursue the career he loved but couldn’t afford to stay in. Balancing her
vivacious, outgoing personality with her desire to be taken seriously, she overcame every obstacle in her
way: insecurity, an eating disorder, being typecast, sexism . . . challenges, and how she dealt with them,
setting the tone for the rest of her career. Couric talks candidly about adjusting to sudden fame after her
astonishing rise to co-anchor of the TODAY show, and guides us through the most momentous events and
news stories of the era, to which she had a front-row seat: Rodney King, Anita Hill, Columbine, the death of
Princess Diana, 9/11, the Iraq War . . . In every instance, she relentlessly pursued the facts, ruffling more
than a few feathers along the way. She also recalls in vivid and sometimes lurid detail the intense pressure
on female anchors to snag the latest “get”—often sensational tabloid stories like Jon Benet Ramsey, Tonya
Harding, and OJ Simpson. Couric’s position as one of the leading lights of her profession was shadowed by
the shock and trauma of losing her husband to stage 4 colon cancer when he was just 42, leaving her a
widow and single mom to two daughters, 6 and 2. The death of her sister Emily, just three years later,
brought yet more trauma—and an unwavering commitment to cancer awareness and research, one of her
proudest accomplishments. Couric is unsparing in the details of her historic move to the anchor chair at the
CBS Evening News—a world rife with sexism and misogyny. Her “welcome” was even more hostile at 60
Minutes, an unrepentant boys club that engaged in outright hazing of even the most established women. In
the wake of the MeToo movement, Couric shares her clear-eyed reckoning with gender inequality and
predatory behavior in the workplace, and downfall of Matt Lauer—a colleague she had trusted and
respected for more than a decade. Couric also talks about the challenge of finding love again, with all the
hilarity, false-starts, and drama that search entailed, before finding her midlife Mr. Right. Something she
has never discussed publicly—why her second marriage almost didn’t happen. If you thought you knew
Katie Couric, think again. Going There is the fast-paced, emotional, riveting story of a thoroughly modern
woman, whose journey took her from humble origins to superstardom. In these pages, you will find a friend,
a confidante, a role model, a survivor whose lessons about life will enrich your own.
The Odd Couple - Neil Simon 1966
Two poker buddies, one a hyper-neurotic, the other an incurable slob, suddenly find themselves bachelors
again and decide to share a New York City apartment.
Act One - Moss Hart 2014-02-11

The Dramatic Story that Capitvated a Generation With this new edition, the classic best-selling
autobiography by the late playwright Moss Hart returns to print in the thirtieth anniversary of its original
publication. Issued in tandem with Kitty, the revealing autobiography of his wife, Kitty Carlisle Hart, Act
One, is a landmark memoir that influenced a generation of theatergoers, dramatists, and general book
readers everywhere. The book eloquently chronicles Moss Hart's impoverished childhood in the Bronx and
Brooklyn and his long, determined struggle to his first theatrical Broadway success, Once in a Lifetime. One
of the most celebrated American theater books of the twentieth century and a glorious memorial to a
bygone age, Act One if filled with all the wonder, drama, and heartbreak that surrounded Broadway in the
1920s and the years before World War II.
Rumours - Neil Simon 1997
Ken and Chris have found their host Charley, a prominent Government official, in his bedroom, too dazed to
speak, with a bullet wound in his ear lobe! Len and Claire arrive, themselves injured in a car crash, and are
soon joined by Ernest and Cookie, Glenn and Cassie, each with their own problems. A second, accidental,
gunshot leaves Ken temporarily deaf, the police arrive and Len has to pretend he is Charley, concocting a
touching and fantastic explanation...-5 women, 4 men
Silent Sky - Lauren Gunderson 2015-01-01
THE STORY: When Henrietta Leavitt begins work at the Harvard Observatory in the early 1900s, she isn’t
allowed to touch a telescope or express an original idea. Instead, she joins a group of women “computers,”
charting the stars for a renowned astronomer who calculates projects in “girl hours” and has no time for
the women’s probing theories. As Henrietta, in her free time, attempts to measure the light and distance of
stars, she must also take measure of her life on Earth, trying to balance her dedication to science with
family obligations and the possibility of love. The true story of 19th-century astronomer Henrietta Leavitt
explores a woman’s place in society during a time of immense scientific discoveries, when women’s ideas
were dismissed until men claimed credit for them. Social progress, like scientific progress, can be hard to
see when one is trapped among earthly complications; Henrietta Leavitt and her female peers believe in
both, and their dedication changed the way we understand both the heavens and Earth.
The Mueller Report - Robert S. Mueller 2019-04-26
This is the full Mueller Report, as released on April 18, 2019, by the U.S. Department of Justice. A reprint of
the report exactly as it was issued by the government, it is without analysis or commentary from any other
source and with nothing subtracted except for the material redacted by the Department of Justice. The
mission of the Mueller investigation was to examine Russian interference in the 2016 Presidential election,
consisting of possible links, or "collusion," between the Donald Trump campaign and the Russian
government of Vladimir Putin as well as any allegations of obstruction of justice in this regard. It was also
intended to detect and prosecute, where warranted, any other crimes that surfaced during the course of the
investigation. The report consists of a detailed summary of the various investigations and inquiries that the
Special Counsel and colleagues carried out in these areas. The investigation was initiated in the aftermath
of the firing of FBI Director James Comey by Donald Trump on May 9, 2017. The FBI, under Director
Comey, had already been investigating links between Russia and the Trump campaign. Mueller submitted
his report to Attorney General William Barr on March 22, 2019, and the Department of Justice released the
redacted report one month later.
Barefoot in the Park - Neil Simon 2014-05-10
A brand new lawyer and his young bride have returned from their honeymoon and are moving into their
new high-rent apartment only to find that the place is absolutely bare of furniture, the paint job is all
wrong, the skylight leaks, there is room for only one twin bed, and the wacky neighbors pop up at the worst
times.
Play On! - Rick Abbot 1980
"A theatre group is trying desperately to put on a play in spite of maddening interference from a haughty
author who keeps revising the script. Act I is a rehearsal of the dreadful show, Act II is the near disastrous
dress rehearsal, and the final act is the actual performance, in which anything that can go wrong, does."-Publisher.
God's Favorite - Neil Simon 1975
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Cast size: medium.
Moonlight and Magnolias - Ron Hutchinson 2015-09-23
'There's your first problem. No Civil War movie ever made a dime. Or ever will.' Hollywood, 1939: semiindependent mogul David O.Selznick has just shut down production on the most eagerly anticipated movie
in history - his megabudget version of Margaret Mitchell's bestselling novel Gone with the Wind - scrapping
the original script and sacking the director in the process. Determined to produce a rewrite in five days, he
engages the reluctant services of ace script doctor Ben Hecht - possibly the only person in America who has
not read the novel - and the movie's new director Victor Fleming, poached straight from the set of The
Wizard of Oz . His reputation on the line, and with nothing but a stockpile of peanuts and bananas to
sustain them, Selznick locks himself in his office with his two collaborators, and a marathon creative
session begins...
Moon Over Buffalo - Ken Ludwig 1996
Typescript, dated Jan. 16, 1996. Heavily marked with colored ink and highlighter by the videographer. Used
by The New York Public Library's Theatre on Film and Tape Archive on Feb. 21, 1996, when videotaping
the stage production at the Martin Beck Theatre, New York, N.Y. The production opened on Oct. 1, 1995,
and was directed by Tom Moore. It starred Carol Burnett, Philip Bosco, and Jane Connell.
How to Talk to a Science Denier - Lee McIntyre 2021-08-17
Can we change the minds of science deniers? Encounters with flat earthers, anti-vaxxers, coronavirus
truthers, and others. "Climate change is a hoax--and so is coronavirus." "Vaccines are bad for you." These
days, many of our fellow citizens reject scientific expertise and prefer ideology to facts. They are not merely
uninformed--they are misinformed. They cite cherry-picked evidence, rely on fake experts, and believe
conspiracy theories. How can we convince such people otherwise? How can we get them to change their
minds and accept the facts when they don't believe in facts? In this book, Lee McIntyre shows that anyone
can fight back against science deniers, and argues that it's important to do so. Science denial can kill.
Drawing on his own experience--including a visit to a Flat Earth convention--as well as academic research,
McIntyre outlines the common themes of science denialism, present in misinformation campaigns ranging
from tobacco companies' denial in the 1950s that smoking causes lung cancer to today's anti-vaxxers. He
describes attempts to use his persuasive powers as a philosopher to convert Flat Earthers; surprising
discussions with coal miners; and conversations with a scientist friend about genetically modified
organisms in food. McIntyre offers tools and techniques for communicating the truth and values of science,
emphasizing that the most important way to reach science deniers is to talk to them calmly and
respectfully--to put ourselves out there, and meet them face to face.
The Cocktail Hour - Albert Ramsdell Gurney 1989
THE STORY: The time is the mid '70s, the place a city in upstate New York. John, a playwright, returns to
his family's house, bringing with him a new play which he has written about them. His purpose is to obtain
their permission to proceed with pr
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Just for Teenagers - Jack Canfield 2011-07-26
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Just for Teenagers supports and inspires teenagers as they grow up, reminding
them they are not alone, as they read stories from teens just like themselves about the problems and issues
they face every day. Teenage years are tough, but this book will help teens as they journey through the ups
and downs of adolescence. The stories in this book serve as a guide on topics from the daily pressures of
life and school to love, friendships, parents, and much more. This collection will encourage, inspire, and
amuse teens, showing that, as tough as things can get, they are not alone!
Neil Simon - Gary Konas 1997
First Published in 1997. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Rewrites - Neil Simon 2012-10-01
Neil Simon's plays are to some extent a reflection of his life, sometimes autobiographical, other times based
on the experiences of those close to him. What the reader of this warm, nostalgic memoir discovers,
however, is that the plays, although grounded in Neil Simon's own experience, provide only a glimpse into
the mind and soul of this very private man. In Rewrites, he tells of the painful discord he endured at home
as a child, of his struggles to develop his talent as a writer, and of his insecurities when dealing with what

proved to be his first great success -- falling in love. Supporting players in the anecdote-filled memoir
include Sid Caesar, Jerry Lewis, Walter Matthau, Robert Redford, Gwen Verdon, Bob Fosse, Maureen
Stapleton, George C. Scott, Peter Sellers, and Mike Nichols. But always at center stage is his first love, his
wife Joan, whose death in the early seventies devastated him, and whose love and inspiration illuminate this
remarkable and revealing self-portrait. Rewritesis rich in laughter and emotion, and filled with the
memories of a sometimes sweet, sometimes bittersweet life.
Little Women - Louisa May Alcott 2019-12-17
The most faithful adaptation of Louisa May Alcott's Little Women for the theater -- and for the casual
reader... Adapting a beloved 400+ page novel for the stage presents a challenge: can any theatrical version
really stay true to the heart and spirit of Alcott's timeless "story about girls"? Many dramatized versions
(both stage and screen) eliminate critical events, or even stop at the first half of the book, leaving you
wondering: "Huh? What happens to Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy next? Where are my favorite scenes?" Kevin
Cunningham's full-length play version of Little Women is different: all the dialogue (and even the stage
directions) are taken directly from the novel you love, preserving intact the full journeys of Meg, Jo, Beth,
and Amy. From their forlorn "Merry Christmas" through their heartaches, disagreements, tragedies, and
joys; meeting new friends and finding their "heart's true loves"; taking their "pilgrim's journeys" from
selfishness to compassion -- Little Women: The Play includes all the essential elements of Alcott's story.
Louisa May Alcott -- An Important Character in Her Own Right Capturing the novel faithfully in a dramatic
format is one thing. But, as Greta Gerwig has also realized, Alcott's story is even more remarkable when
seen in its context: as a groundbreaking novel for girls produced by a woman writer in an era when boy's
books were the only game in town, and female writers were third-class citizens. It's easy to forget that
Little Women became the literary sensation of its time. It was the Harry Potter series of its era, with Louisa
May as her day's J. K. Rowling. The success of the novel forever freed her from writing lurid novels (like A
Long Fatal Love Chase) -- but it almost cost her her health. Little Women: The Play incorporates this
remarkable history in three additional scenes that frame the story of the novel. Louisa May Alcott appears
onstage, along with her publisher Thomas Niles Jr., to commission and discuss the progress of the book.
The novel we love unfolds onstage as the creation of the author herself. Details for Theatrical Productions
The cast includes distinct roles for 7 men and 8 women, but a number of the parts can be double- or triplecast (or given to Louisa May Alcott, acting out the part as part of her writing process). The play is designed
for presentation in a black box theater, so it is carefully constructed to require only a single set, with a few
distinct playing areas. The paperback version of the book (but not the Kindle eBook) includes three
appendices useful for groups hoping to produce the play: an acting plot, showing which roles appear in
which scenes; a list of set pieces (furniture, etc.) used in a typical production; a detailed list of props and
sound cues, listed by what scenes they appear in. Groups looking to stage Alcott's story as she wrote it need
look no further. Little Women: The Play is pure Alcott, distilled. Scroll back up and order your copy today. -And break a leg! Fun for the Casual Reader Too Like audience members of the staged production, casual
readers too will find that Little Women: The Play is a great way to experience the essence of the novel
without having to make your way through the original's 400+ pages. There is of course no substitute for
reading the full novel, but here is the next best thing -- a reading experience that faithfully conveys the
quintessence of Louisa May Alcott's story. Scroll back up and order your copy today. -- And happy reading!
The Poisoner's Handbook - Deborah Blum 2011-01-25
Equal parts true crime, twentieth-century history, and science thriller, The Poisoner's Handbook is "a
vicious, page-turning story that reads more like Raymond Chandler than Madame Curie." —The New York
Observer “The Poisoner’s Handbook breathes deadly life into the Roaring Twenties.” —Financial Times
“Reads like science fiction, complete with suspense, mystery and foolhardy guys in lab coats tipping test
tubes of mysterious chemicals into their own mouths.” —NPR: What We're Reading A fascinating Jazz Age
tale of chemistry and detection, poison and murder, The Poisoner's Handbook is a page-turning account of
a forgotten era. In early twentieth-century New York, poisons offered an easy path to the perfect crime.
Science had no place in the Tammany Hall-controlled coroner's office, and corruption ran rampant.
However, with the appointment of chief medical examiner Charles Norris in 1918, the poison game
changed forever. Together with toxicologist Alexander Gettler, the duo set the justice system on fire with
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their trailblazing scientific detective work, triumphing over seemingly unbeatable odds to become the
pioneers of forensic chemistry and the gatekeepers of justice. In 2014, PBS's AMERICAN EXPERIENCE
released a film based on The Poisoner's Handbook.
Jake's Women - Neil Simon 1993

Neil Simon Full Length, Comedy Characters: 1 male, 7 female Combination interior and Unit set. America's
premier comic playwright makes another hilarious foray into the world of modern relationships. Jake, a
novelist who is more successful with fiction that with life, faces a marital crisis by daydreaming about the
women in his life. The wildly comic and sometimes moving flashbacks played in his mind are interrupted by
visitations from actual females. Jake's women i
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